
 
Who is going home today? 
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“increase the number of patients who 
return home to their original residence 
within 30 days”  



Challenge your 
assumptions  

 



What community services 
are available? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toileting overnight – be precise about what assistance is required.Assistance off floorWhat services are actually available, how can you gain up to date information of their current capacity?Families happy to assist when know what is required



How frail individuals manage 
in their own homes 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Really really frail individual mange just fine in their own homes and enjoy life!Arrange shadowing opportunities with community rehab teamsThink about if you saw your patient in their own home, would you feel they needed urgent admission to hospital? 



Ask what patients and 
families want  

 • Last1000days | Making patients' time 
the most important currency in 
healthcare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of the patients you will see will be in their last 1000 days of life.  Discuss with them and their families where they would be wanting to spend this time.

http://www.last1000days.com/
http://www.last1000days.com/
http://www.last1000days.com/


Be honest about how many 
days are green 

Red and Green days - The Academy of 
Fabulous Stuff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
how many of the 30 days are green and redwhy is the individual still in hospital (every day)What’s the matter with me?What’s going to happen today?What is needed to get me home?When am I going home?Orthogeriatric nurse practitioner post4 rehab assistantsInformation folder for patients and familiesWhat we are currently doing in FVScoping current acute to community pathwayIntroducing community staff into MDT meeting

https://fabnhsstuff.net/2016/02/03/red-green-days/
https://fabnhsstuff.net/2016/02/03/red-green-days/


Flip risk analysis 

 
 
 

“Ten days in hospital leads to the equivalent of 10 
years aging in the muscles for people over 80” 

 
 

Think of impact, 
likelihood and severity. 

Seek ways to reduce 
these. 

She may be 
incontinent 
overnight.... 

She might 
fall at 
home! 

Be realistic! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember your physiology and behavioural psychology Old muscles can still be strengthenedHospitals promote sedentary behaviourBed rest results in:Deterioration in muscle strengthDeterioration in bone densityIncreased fallsIncreased deleriumRisk is a compound estimate of the likelihood and the severity of an undesirable outcome.
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